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1. nupa   әmәnә   magi   naspatigi    kәinosidә    magi    pear    firmsidә   manә 

 man     one        his      pear's        what this      his       pear     firm this   he 

  hekpә     әyuktә    әyuk    әŋәnbәsidә    manә     hek-i 

 pluck       morning  morning  early  at     he         plucks 

2. kәirak   tharәgә    ledәr    әma    sijәnnәrәgә    manә    magi   basketful   sum  

 ladder    place     ladder    one     using with      he         his      basketful   still 

 mәthәŋ mәthәŋ   hekpәsidә   a:   moigi villlagesi   yamnә   cәmbәgi   mә-oŋ    

 next by next       plucking at          his    village this  many      simple   shape 

 әma     utli 

 one      show 

3. kәinoni     yamnә   simple   life    әmәdә   lәibә   әmәgә   әmәgәsi   yamnә  

 something   many    simple  life     one      live    one with  one         very 

 thajәnәnә    nuŋsinәnә    lәibә   yamnә   әcikpә   khuŋgәŋ   әmәgi   life   әmәgi 

 confident     lovingly      live     very      quite       village       one's   life   one's 

  mә-oŋ    malli 

 shape      like/seem 

4. әdudә    kәino   әtoppә villagers   әtoppә   әyuktә   lak-i   hameŋgә   pudәnә  

 that       what        strangers           other     morning at come goat with  bring     

 khottәnә 

 etc. 

5. hameŋsinә   caniŋdәnә    khotniŋdәnә    yeŋŋi    nas..   .hәujikki    peargadu  

 goat this     feeling eating   etc.                looked             now          pears that 

 manә   ciŋdәnә    khottәnә    әdum     pukhi 

 he         drag          etc.           still        bring 

6.  kәnamәttә     migi     mәpotkasi     hәnnә      yeŋnәde 

 nobody     other person  wealth       back     not look 

7. yam     nuŋsinәnә     lәibә 

 very     love with      live 

8. әdә    khәrә    strange    oibә   әŋaŋ    әma    cycle    bicycle    toŋdunә    lakpә 

 then   some    strange     be     child    one     cycle    bicycle      riding     come 

  nupamәca    әma 

 boy                one 

 

9. masinә    magi    әŋaŋsigi    khәrә    kәinoni    khәrә    strange    oibә    haibәdi  

 he this     his       child this    some    something  some   strange   be      say  if 

  villagesigi    nature    әma     lәitәbә    khәrә    kәino    tәubә   nupamәca   malli 

 village this   nature    one     have not   some   what       do          boy         like 

10. manә   әhanbәdә    masi    naspati    hәujik    pearsi   hek    ubәdә    manә   

 he           first          he        pear         now      pear this  just see at      he 

 hektәnә   lәibә   mәkhagi   basketfull   khәrә   әsi    lәibә    ubәdә    manә     

 plucking  have    under      basketfull    some    this  having   see at    he 

 hektә   caniŋdәnә     manә cyclesi  hektә    khammәgә    hektә   yam  

 just   feeling eating   he     cycle this   just       stopped        just      many 

 attracted    oi    mәŋondә 



 attracted     be     he at 

11. әdә    ma    hektә    kumthәrәgә    hektә    naspati    әma   hektә   lәudoi   tәu-i 

 that    he     just        get down        just      pear        one     just  aim to take  do 

12. әdәidә    әma    lәuge    tәubәsidәgi    magi    situationsidә    kәidәuge   haibu  

 then        one     take        doing at       his        situation at      what is        say 

 әma   hek-ibә  nupa   mәpu   hai    tare   mәsinә   mәthәktә  uthәktә   kәirak  

 one    plucking  man  owner  say              this          above   tree  up    ladder 

 kadunә    lәibәsidәidә    magi  khudoŋ cabәsi   lәire 

 being climbed  having    his     advantage this   have 

13. khudoŋ  cabәsi    lәibәsidә    manә    magi   maximum    kәinose    pammәk-e  

 advantage this      having at   he        his       maximum     something wanted 

 haibә 

 say 

14. manә    әsaigi    әmәkhәktәnә    pellәktәbә  magi 

 he     before sometime  one only   satisfy not  his 

15. әdunә    әmәkhәk    lәuge   khәllәmbә    әŋaŋsinә    magi    khudoŋcabәdu   

 so          one only     take     thought        boy  this       his     advantage  that 

 phәŋŋәdi  maximum    magi    steal     kәino    tәubәgi     lәuniŋbә   mәsagi  

             if available  maximum    his    steal  something doing   take wish   for himself   

 oiniŋŋәkpәdu  henmәnkhrәdәnә   manә    magi    basketfull    әma    tap  

 wish for him    excessively            he         his        basketful     one     

 pairәgә    manә    hektә     magi   basketki    mәmaŋsidә    happәgә    hektә  

 holding    he         just        his      basket  at   before at this   putting    just 

 ŋәmboi    ŋәmdәboi   yam   wanә    mәdu     manә  nikthokniŋ nikthokniŋ  

 with all his efforts very difficult  that       he          to be so full to contain        

 tәudunә     magi     maximum     levelsi      manә    purәgә  manә   hurallәgә  

 being         his        maximum      level  this he        bringing   he     being stolen 

 lak-i 

 come 

16. әdu     unexpected     oibә    potninә    kәnasu    mәdu    lәukhini     hurankhini  

 that    unexpected       be      object      nobody     that     will take     will steal 

 haibәdu    khәŋdәbәninә   әduk   nәkkhrәbә    distancetudә   pәŋwaŋ    waŋbә  

 said           unknown         just      near             distance  at     not tall      tall 

 kәino    nәtte  hәujikki   pear    pambisi 

 something not  now        pear     tree/plant 

17.  әdu    manә    mәpusinә     mәdu     expect     tәurudәbәninә        әŋaŋdunә  

 that     he        owner this    that         expect       not                       boy that 

 pukhibәdu    ma     kәisu   yamnә    aware    oihәude 

 bring that      he      what    very        aware     not 

18. ma    khәŋhәude     purә                cәtkhre 

 he      known not   being carried     gone 

19.  әdә    lambidә    nupimәca    әmәgә    thәinәbәdә    gari    another   bike   toŋbә  

 then  on the way  girl          with one     meeting    vehicle  another   bike   ride 

 әŋaŋ    cycle  toŋbә    nupimәca    әmәgә   thәinәbәdә    lәmbidә    manә  

 child    cycle    ride          girl         with one   meeting        on the way  he 

 haiphet    yeŋŋubәdә    nuŋ  әmәdә    theŋjәndәnә    mai   tupisu    tahәure  



 slightly      look at        stone   one at       strike            his    hat too blown away 

 әdugә   cycledusu    hәidoktәnә    kәinoni   hәujikki    pearsi   loinә  hәidok-e 

 then      cycle that also poured      something    now        pear this all    poured 

20. by the time    әŋaŋ    mәyam    әni    әhum    әmәsu    әdwaidә     sannәdәnә  

 by the time    child    many      two   three     one also  therby        playing 

 lәirәmbәdu  moidә    yamnә    helpful   oibә   kәinoni   village gi   naturedu  

 having at          they at    very      helpful    be    something village     nature that 

 әdum   yauri 

 still     existing 

21. yamnә    helpful    oi 

 very       helpful     be 

22. әdukki mәtik    helpful    oibәdunә   mәŋondә    loinә    khunjinbire    naspati  

   so         helpful     being at        he  at       all   pick up/collected  pear  

 mәyamdu    pear     mәyamdu 

 all that         pear     all that 

23. әdugә  mai baskettudә hapcinbire әdugә magi phәjәnә niŋthijәnә  

 then     his   basket at     put in       then     his    good      well 

 thadokhәllәk- e 

 set free  

24. lәmbi   mәyadә   lәirәmbә   hәujikki   nuŋ   manә cyclenә theŋgairubә  

 way      near at      stay          now        stone  he     cycle      strike 

 theŋjillubә   nuŋduphao   әŋaŋsiŋdunә  hundokkhre nuŋdu  kәinodә out of the  

 hit            stone that even children that    thrown    stone that  somewhere 

 way   lәmbidә  әtoppәdә disturb   tәudәnәbә 

  way at  another   disturb    do not 

25. әŋaŋsiŋdu   yam   helpful   oibәni   co-operative   oibә әdumainә tәudәnә   

 children that very helpful    be        co-operative     be  like that      doing 

 cәtkhre 

 gone 

26. әdәy   ŋaihak lәirәgә   әsaigi         ma   ŋәsai   tahәubә   tupidu   әma  әsaigi  

 then  after a while before a while he before a while hat that  one before a while   

 naspati     huranbә  әŋaŋdudi  әdugi  wakhәlphau  tәudәnә illә  cәtkhrәbәdu  

 pear         steal           child that    that    thought even    do      push   gone that 

 әsaigi        әŋaŋ   әhum   mәteŋ  paŋŋәmbә   әŋaŋ әhumdunә  sum  moinә way  

 before a while boy three   help    help           boy   three that    still   they    way  

 back    hәnkhibәdә   hәujikki  nupamәca әma huranbәdugi tupiduphao moinә  

 back    returned  at      now         boy        one  theift that      hat that even   they  

 kәino    tәubәdәgi     theŋnәbәdәgi  әmuk  huisel khoŋdәnә e nәŋ      tupi  

 some        doing at        found at         again   whistle  blow     he you    hat 

 tahәure    haidәnә   pidәnә   tәu-i 

 skip           saying   giving     do 

27. әŋaŋ   nupamәca   әmәdunә   khәllubәnә   mai    tupidu return tәurәkpәne  

 child     boy           one that     thought        his     hat that return   doing 

 әdәgi     magi  mәŋondә  ----------  haidәnә manә hurallәgә purәkpәdu moinә  

 then       his         him              being said       he     stealing     bring that   they 



 mәyamnә   mәteŋ paŋŋәkpәdudә   magi   mәdugi    kәino   oinә a  magi tupi  they   

by            help at  that              his       that for    something  as     his   hat 

 return tәurәkpәdugine  manә mәdugi mәmәn oinә manә naspati moi әhum  

 return    do that  with     he      that      wages    be    he     pear    they  three 

 әŋaŋ mәteŋ paŋŋәkpә    әhumdugi   naspati    әhumkhәk pirәk-i manә pear  

 boy   who helped           three that    pear         three only   given  he    pear 

 әhumkhәk 

 three only 

28. әmәmәm    yennәrәgә   moi   lak-e 

 one each     distributing  they  came 

29. әdә by the time  әsaigi          kәinosinә   naspati   mәpu   ŋәsai  hek-ibәsinә  

 that               before a while something that pear owner before a while plucking 

 uthәktәgi  magi   hekphәm   thokpә   magi   khaudә   happәgә   kumthәrәk-әgә  

 above the tree his  plucking   happen  his  bag at    putting at  climb down after 

 maigi       baskettә  hapcәngenә tәubә mәtәmdә mai basket әma maŋdәnә  

 his         basket at    try to put          do      time at     his  basket  one  missing 

 lәirәmme    yaurәmdәdәnә 

 having         being missed 

30. әmphau   lәirәmdәbәsidәgi   manә  ŋәktәnә kәino tәurisibo mәŋondә yam    

 not a single   not found this    he  being strange what doing it  him     very    

 strange     oi  

 strange     is 

31. әmuktә   tәudәbә   thәbak   әma   kәino    әy   ŋәsai      thәnambә   basketful  

 once       do not      work     one    what      I  before a while kept    basketful 

 pear     yaubә  әma lәirәmdre hainә    manә koiyeŋ yeŋdәnә iŋәk ŋәktәnә  

 pear    contain  one  missed    said        he     look around   being surprised 

 lәiriŋәisidә      әsaigi  mәteŋ paŋŋubә   әŋaŋ    nupamәca  kәino әhum  

 meantime at  before a while  helped      boy        boy         some   three 

 sannәrәgә    lakpә    әhumdo   moinә     naspatidu ca cadәna cik ciktәnә  

 playing        come    three taht  they      pear that      eating      bite 

 lakpәdudә    manә    yeŋŋi 

 come at that   he       looked 

32. magi    maŋkhribә    basketful    peardunә    әdәy    әŋaŋ    әhumdunә   ciktәnә    

 his       missing         basketful   pear that     then     boy     three that      bite 

 cadәnә      lak-ibәdu     kәino     mәŋondә    yamnә    strange    oibә 

 being eaten  coming that  some  him at         very       strange     seem 

33. kәino   tәuribә  әigisidә   maŋŋe    moinә   ciktәnә   cadәnә   lak-e   kәmainә  

 what   happen    mine this  missed  they      bite         eat         come   how 

 tәurino   hainә    yamnә    strange    oibә   puŋŋәk   ŋәkpә mә-oŋ әmәdә  

 do           say       very        strange     is       surprised          situatrion one at 

 lәihәure 

 stay 

34. әdudә   moi    әhumdudi    tәpnә     tәpnә    moi   әhumdudi   khәŋde   moi  

 that      they    three that     slow      slow     they   three that   know not they 

 mәŋondәi      hurallә  purәk-әgә    moinә    ca    lak-ini   haisi      khәŋponte 

 from him      stolen      bring at       they       eat    come    said this know not 



35. moi   әhumdi   ca   cadәnә   hankhibә   әdә   yamnә   ŋәknә  yeŋhәubәgi       

 they   three      eat   eat      go back       that    very     strange  seeing 

 mә-oŋ        әmәdә  loisilli 

 situation     one at        ended 

36. yam    phәjәbә    kәino    wari    oinә   tәu-i  

 very    nice         some   story     is       happen 

 


